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Femtosecond pulse compression in pressure-gas cells filled with argon
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~Received 20 May 2003; published 11 December 2003!

The nonlinear propagation of femtosecond pulses in pressure-gas cells filled with argon is investigated. By
increasing the pressure for reaching peak power levels close to the threshold for self-focusing, it is shown that
either group-velocity dispersion or multiphoton ionizing~MPI! sources can become key players for arresting
the beam collapse. For input powers noticeably above critical, MPI rapidly dominates and the formation of
self-guided filaments of light occurs. We discuss the dynamical role of MPI in shortening the pulse duration up
to the optical cycle limit. Two different wavelength domains are commented. The influence of space-time
focusing and self-steepening effects is furthermore discussed. Their respective roles in promoting shock struc-
tures are studied and shown to still promote pulse shortening in suitable power regimes. Finally, spectral
broadening is analyzed and proven to be more important for large laser wavelengths. Numerical integration of
the propagation equations is explained in the light of analytical arguments.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, current techniques for spectral broadening
ultrabroadband dispersion control allow compression of
tense femtosecond~fs! pulses to durations of few optica
cycles. Under optimum conditions, 20-fs input pulses at
frared wavelength can be shortened down to 5 fs with
output energy up to 70mJ @1# in pressure-gas cells o
hollow-core fibers filled with noble gas at appropriate pr
sures. This technique yields an efficient spectral broaden
caused by the interplay between self-phase modula
~SPM! and group-velocity dispersion~GVD!. Postcompres-
sion of the output pulse then results in a noticeable reduc
of the laser-pulse duration. Alternative techniques can a
employ solid bulk materials, as glass samples@2#.

So far, pulse compression has been achieved for l
peak intensity well below the threshold for multiphoton io
ization ~MPI!, in order to just rely on low-order nonlinear
ties ~e.g., SPM! promoting the desired spectral broadenin
However, there now exists a challenging outlook as mod
optical sources accessing TW powers could enable us to
duce energetic pulses above the millijoule level, while ke
ing a short enough duration. Higher-order nonlineariti
such as plasma generation, are currently promoted by
beams and we can wonder whether they destroy or acti
contribute to the reduction of the pulse duration along
optical path. Indeed, photoinduced ionization is known
only for arresting the collapse@3# and for stabilizing the
beam over long distances@4–7#, but also for compressing
and splitting the temporal shape of the pulse@8–10#. So,
plasma formation may help in shortening laser pulses
transparent media under suitable conditions, i.e., at leas
soon as the beam power exceeds the critical power for
lapse, Pcr , for letting the beam reach ionization intensi
thresholds.

The feasibility of pulse shortening strongly depends
the physical processes governing the propagation of
trashort wave packets. Concerning the physics underly
this propagation, three principal scenarios have emer
which we recall here briefly.
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~i! The self-waveguiding model@4#, in which self-focusing
and plasma defocusing mutually balance within a static eq
librium, to produce a self-guided filament of light.

~ii ! The moving focus model@5#, where the pulse is
stacked into transverse slices in the time direction. Be
collapse occurs along an extended region of the propaga
axis constituted by self-focus points whose location in
longitudinal direction varies with the power engaged in t
pulse slices@5,11#. The nonlinear focal region is then sprea
out along the propagation axis. This model pretty well d
scribes the initial stage of optical self-focusing, but it ignor
the self-guiding of light sustained by plasma defocusing
yond the beam focus@12#.

~iii ! The dynamical spatial replenishment~DSR! model
@3#, in which light guides are highly sensitive to the electr
plasma created by ionization. During the focusing stage,
beam generates a narrow plasma that strongly defocuse
trailing part of the pulse and produces one leading peak in
temporal profile. Once the intensity decreases enou
plasma generation turns off. The back of the pulse can t
refocus, which finally creates a two-spiked temporal profi
This event can repeat many times through focusing and
focusing cycles, so that the balance between optical s
focusing and plasma defocusing does not produce a st
static filament, but yields several dynamical equilibriu
points that maintain the beam as an apparent robust struc
along the propagation axis. This scenario was numeric
observed for peak powers above 5Pcr and later confirmed a
higher power levels@13#.

In connection with these scenarios, recent studies h
emphasized some remarkable properties, which are worth
ing reminded. For instance, when only diffraction, Kerr e
fect, and MPI are taken into account, a femtosecond pu
with input power Pin very close to critical in air (Pin
51.25Pcr) couples with the plasma generated by MPI a
may evolve to a long-lived structure termed as ‘‘gas-induc
soliton’’ ~GIS!. This behaves just as a spatial soliton in t
diffraction plane and exhibits a temporal profile shrunk to
single leading peak that keeps up over considerable dista
@9#. Arguments inspired from the moving-focus model we
©2003 The American Physical Society03-1
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employed to justify the existence of GIS, which revealed
possibility of reducing continuously the pulse duration
means of the defocusing action of an electron plasma. A
natively, Nurhuda and co-workers@14#, by studying the dy-
namics of fs pulses in argon~Ar! at input powersPin

5(2 –3)Pcr , proposed that the propagation may consist i
combination of the self-waveguiding, moving-focus, a
DSR models, according to the distance of the beam from
focal point. The temporal dynamics indeed seemed to fol
a scenario closer to the first two scenarios near the fo
point, whereas at larger distances only one narrow struc
survived, which was interpreted in terms of a quasistatic b
ance.

In light of these possibilities, several questions regard
the basic mechanisms in ultrafast propagation remain un
swered. For instance, the ‘‘change’’ in the scenarios m
tioned in Ref.@14# can be understood from the power d
crease caused by multiphoton absorption~MPA!, which acts
in the sense of damping the temporal pulse profile int
reduced number of peaks. This suggests that the propag
dynamics is intrinsically tied to the effective ratio betwe
the pulse power and the critical one for collapse. Therefo
the aforementioned scenarios may be unified in a uni
process depending upon the defocusing properties of
electron plasma at given powers. A detailed analysis of
MPI responses according to the ratioPin /Pcr is thus most
warranted. In addition, the role played by GVD in limitin
the collapse, compared to that of MPI, is still not tota
clarified. Indeed, both effects promote pulse compress
and splitting along the temporal axis@11,15–18#. However,
determining the power ratios at which one of the both p
cesses may achieve the best compression remains an
problem.

Finally, at input powers close to critical, it has be
shown that solitary pulses similar to the above-recalled G
can disappear in bulk media@19,10#, to the benefit of shock
structures created by self-steepening and space-time fo
ing. Although this shock dynamics inhibits the self-guidin
process to some extent, intense solitary pulses with dura
compressed down to few femtoseconds can still propa
over distances close to the Rayleigh length@10#. Knowing
this, it is thus worth wondering whether or not this process
generic in other media, as noble gases, for which the pres
constitutes a key parameter allowing a better control of
self-focusing threshold. In what follows, we shall therefo
also discuss the incidence of pulse steepening effects
pulse compression.

The principal outlook of this paper is to provide a rath
exhaustive review of the main physical processes driving
propagation of fs pulses and to emphasize the various po
bilities of shortening more the pulse duration. In addition
the GVD, plasma responses and influence of pulse stee
ing, we moreover discuss changes in the propagation dyn
ics for different laser wavelengths. The interaction medium
a pressure-gas cell of argon, suitably selected to permi
easy control of the pulse power and subsequent plasma
pling for compressing the pulse duration. Basically, it
shown that the fundamental scenario governing the prop
tion is supplied by the DSR model, which justifies lon
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range propagation driven by unsteady peaks in the temp
profile. Unlike high-power beams (Pin /Pcr.5), which favor
multiple temporal components distributed along the en
duration of the input pulse@20#, lower-power pulses generi
cally give rise to compressed temporal patterns alterna
between two spikes that each develop with a duration cl
to the optical cycle over the Rayleigh length. Picking
temporal components reaching few-cycle durations in t
latter range of powers thus appears to be quite promisin

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we recall
model equations governing femtosecond pulse propaga
and discuss their validity in view of optimizing pulse com
pression and related spectral broadening. In Sec. III, the
spective influences of GVD, MPI, and MPA are discuss
separately for 40-fs pulses propagating in Ar cells at differ
pressures, ensuring tunable peak powers. It is shown
different power regimes exist, for which either GVD dom
nates over MPI and splits the pulse into two symmetric p
tions or MPI alone takes over GVD and makes the lead
pulse decay into a trailing portion. In that case, introduc
MPA accelerates the formation of the trail. Optical spik
with short duration can be generated over experiment
accessible distances. This study concerns lasers operati
the wavelength of 586 nm for powers close to critical. Co
parison with higher-power beams inducing a longer-ran
propagation is also discussed. While a DSR-like dynam
fast takes place near the focus within a first focusin
defocusing cycle, a second sequence is found to prom
shorter peaks at lower powers. Section IV is more devote
changes in the pulse dynamics following variations in t
laser wavelength. By investigating the UV domain~248 nm!,
it is found that the propagation patterns between UV a
visible pulses are basically identical, up to differences
their focal points linked to their respective Rayleigh length
In Sec. V, pulse steepening effects are discussed. These
ticipate through shock structures which shorten the propa
tion range and contribute to shrink the pulse duration.
nally, Sec. VI is devoted to spectral broadening in both U
and visible wavelength domains, with and without pul
steepening terms. At UV wavelengths, beams underg
weak spectral broadening, unlike visible~586 nm! pulses that
promote white-light generation. Throughout the differe
sections of this investigation, analytical arguments will
provided, in order to support the most significant aspe
revealed by the numerical computations.

II. MODEL FOR PULSE PROPAGATION IN GAS

A. The propagation equations

The theoretical model for pulse propagation in gase
media@21,19# is based on an extended nonlinear Schro¨dinger
~NLS! equation governing the slowly varying envelope
the light electric field, coupled with an evolution equation f
the electron density generated by ionization@22#. The com-
plex scalar envelopeE(r ,t,z) of the electric field and the
electron densityr of the excited plasma evolve as
3-2
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i ]zE1
1

2k
T21~D'E!2

k9

2
] t

2E1k0n2T~ uEu2E!

2
k0

2nbrc
T21~rE!1 i

b (K)

2
uEu2K22E50, ~1!

] tr5
b (K)

K\v0
~12r/rat!uEu2K, r!rat , ~2!

wherez is the propagation distance andt is the retarded time
(t2z/vg) with vg being the group velocity of the pulse. Th
transverse Laplacian describes the diffraction of ax
symmetric beams andk95]2k/]v2uv0

is the GVD coeffi-
cient. The remaining terms in Eq.~1! account for nonlinear
self-focusing related to the Kerr response of the mater
defocusing due to electron plasma generation and MPA,
spectively. The laser field is characterized by the linear c
rier frequencyv0 and central wave numberk(v0)5nbk0
5nbv0 /c with the background densitynb ; n2 is the nonlin-
ear refraction index of the gas andrc5v0

2mee0 /qe
2 denotes

the critical plasma density beyond which the laser pulse
longer propagates (qe and me are the electron charge an
mass; e0 is the electric permittivity in vacuum!. b (K)

5K\v0ratsK is the nonlinear coefficient forK-photon ab-
sorption with MPI coefficientsK , whereK corresponds to
the minimum number of photons with energy\v0 required
for liberating an electron from a medium with ionizatio
energy Ui @K5mod(Ui /\v0)11# and density of neutra
atomsrat at the pressurep ~atm!. The extended NLS equa
tion ~1! contains the principal ingredients for describing t
propagation of subpicosecond optical pulses with mode
peak intensities up to 1014–1015 W/cm2 and powers above
the GW. Optical pulse channeling results here from the co
petition between the transverse diffraction of the beam, n
mal GVD (k9.0), self-focusing due to the nonlinear chan
in the gas refractive index, defocusing induced by MPI a
related MPA. Self-steepening effects are modeled by the
eratorT[11( i /v0)] t in front of the cubic nonlinearity, and
space-time focusing is taken into account withT21 in front
of the transverse Laplacian. These operators describe th
viations from the slowly varying envelope approximatio
which extends the validity of the model Eqs.~1! and ~2! for
pulse temporal widths decreased to the optical-cycle li
(to.c.5l0 /c) @19,23#.

Several variants of the model equations~1! and ~2! have
been proposed in the past@3,13,14,21,22,19#. Concerning
Eq. ~1!, we follow the derivation performed by Brabec an
Krausz@23# for dealing with pulse durations up to few opt
cal cycles. We treated the wave equation for the hi
frequency electric fieldEW by distinguishing between th
second-time derivative of the polarization vector associa
with the optical susceptibility of the medium and the firs
order derivative in time of the current density,JW , attached to
free-charged particle generation. The latter quantity is link
to the high-frequency electron velocityvW e and expresses a
leading order as] tJW.rqe] tvW e , which we reformulate by
means of the electron momentum equation] tvW e
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5(qe/me)EW1vWe/t, involving the electron-neutral collision
time t.10 fs. After introducing standard envelope substi
tions and eliminating the high-frequency oscillations of t
carrier wave, straightforward calculations then yield] tJW

;2 i (qe
2r/me)v0tT(11 iv0tT)EW/@11(v0t)2T2#. Consid-

ering here the noncollisional limit (v0t@1) provides a
trivial dependence of] tJW upon the operatorT, which justi-
fies, after reversingT in the modified propagation operato
iT]zE ~see Ref.@23#!, the presence of the operatorT21 in
front of the plasma coupling term of Eq.~1!. This formula-
tion slightly differs from that of Ref.@19#. The difference is,
however, of secondary importance as argued below.

As far as Eq.~2! is concerned, both MPI and tunnelin
ionization rates should in principle contribute to ionize t
medium @24,25#. Nevertheless, for ultrashort pulses wi
peak intensities less than 231014 W/cm2, MPI can be ex-
pected to dominate when only singly charged ions are p
duced and electron-density levels are much lower than
atomic densityrat. Also, because we consider temporal co
pression processes from input pulses with few tens of fe
toseconds only, cascade~avalanche! ionization and radiative
electron recombination do not play a major role@13#. For
pulse durations smaller than 50 fs, we thus ignore avalan
ionization and related plasma absorption by electron-a
collisions. MPI alone then mainly determines the mean le
of free electrons, which justifies Eq.~2!. As in Refs.@22,26#,
MPA is self-consistently introduced into Eq.~1! by, e.g., us-
ing the Poynting theorem for computing the energy bala
between the MPI electron density and the related optical
sorption ofK photons with energy\v0 through a constan
cross section.

To investigate the temporal compression of femtosec
pulses in argon, we will adopt the following physical param
eters, inspired from current postcompression experiments@1#
and propagation simulations@21#. We consider Gaussian in
put fields with a transverse waistw05130mm and a full
width at half-maximum~FWHM! of irradiance A2 ln 2tp
540 fs (tp.34 fs) entering the beam profile

E~r' ,t,0!5A2Pin /pw0
2e2r 2/w0

2
2t2/tp

2
, ~3!

wherePin5A2/pEin /tp denotes the input power. The optic
beam is viewed as collimated at the entrance window of
pressure-gas cell. This cell is filled in with argon at press
p and the density of neutral atoms is taken asrat52.7
31019p cm23. Beams are centered on two possible differe
laser wavelengths, namely,l05586 nm or l05248 nm,
with associated Rayleigh lengthsz0[pnbw0

2/l0.9.1 cm
and z0.21.4 cm, respectively. GVD coefficients then ta
the respective values k950.26p fs2/cm and k9
51.21p fs2/cm. The medium is characterized by the Ke
refraction index ñ5nb1n2uEu2 with nb5112.731024p,
n254.9310219p cm2/W at 586 nm @21# and n252.9
310219p cm2/W at 248 nm@7#. So, the critical power for
self-focusing, defined byPcr5l0

2/2pnbn2, decreases as th
pressure is increased (n2;p). At constant energyEin
540 mJ, the ratioPin /Pcr is thus augmented in turn. Follow
3-3
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ing Ref.@21# and Keldysh pioneering paper@24#, pulses ion-
ize Ar atoms with gap potentialUi515.76 eV from MPI
processes characterized by the coefficientsK55.36
310299 s21 cm2K/WK, which yields the number of photon
K58 at wavelengthl05586 nm. In the UV domain (l0

5248 nm), recent experimental measurements@27# empha-
sized pressure-independent MPI coefficientssK for various
atmospheric gaseous species. These coefficients were m
found consistent with anterior predictions obtained by
nonresonant Keldysh theory. However, concerning arg
wide discrepancies between the experimentally meas
ionization coefficients and the Keldysh numbers were
ported, i.e., the ionization coefficients were measured to r
between 3.7310241 and 1.4310244s21 cm2K/WK at two
different pressures, far above the Keldysh’s rate
310247s21 cm2K/WK @27#. The possibility of exciting par-
tial resonances was invoked for explaining these discrep
cies. Knowing this, we shall thus opt for an intermedia
value of sK at 248 nm, i.e., sK51.5
310244 s21 cm2K/WK, involving the number of photonsK
54 at l05248 nm. Note that this choice is viewed as
natural compromise among the MPI cross sections avail
in the literature. It guarantees that the maximum intens
required for reaching a balance between self-focusing
ionization (I max}sK

1/12K) will not differ by more than one
decade from those attainable with the other two extre
~Keldysh or experimental! cross sections. This selected MP
rate is furthermore compatible with an ionization main
driven by multiphoton processes, since the Keldysh par
eter g5(v0 /qeuEu)A2meUi remains above the unity with
maximum laser intensitiesI max[uEumax

2 ,1015 W/cm2.
From the numerical point of view, Eq.~1! is solved in

axially symmetric geometry by means of a Fourier spec
decomposition in time and a standard Cranck-Nicholson
space, applied to each spectral component. Equation~2! is
solved by a semianalytical integration and is directly in
grated as a function of the numerically-computed intens
from the initial density valuer(t→2`)5109 cm23 ~for
more details, see Ref.@20#!. Calculations were performe
within a numerical box of either 62132048 or 200132048
points in the (r ,t) dimensions. High resolution was achieve
by means of the integration stepsDr /w0512531023,
Dt/tp522331023, whereas the increment inz was cur-
rently Dz/4z0,1024.

B. The dimensionless equations

In order to argue on the relevant mechanisms participa
in the temporal shortening of fs pulses in Ar, we find it co
venient to rescale Eqs.~1! and ~2! in a dimensionless form
We introduce the substitutionsr→w0r , t→tpt, z→4z0z, E
→APcr/4pw0

2c and r→(nbrc/2z0k0)r, and reexpress the
model equations as follows:

i ]zc1¹'
2 c1~ ucu22r!c1F~c!50, ~4!

] tr.Gucu2K, ~5!
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2c1 inucu2K22c1

i

tpv0
] t~ ucu2c2¹'

2 c1rc!.

~6!

In Eq. ~6!, F(c) includes leading-order perturbations~GVD,
MPA, pulse steepening terms!. It follows from a direct
Taylor expansion of the operatorT21 for an envelope fre-
quency assumed to be smaller thanv0. The func-
tion F involves GVD and MPA with normalized
coefficients d[2z0k9/tp

2 and n52z0b (K)(Pcr/4pw0
2)K21,

respectively. The rescaled MPI coefficient readsG
5(2z0k0 /nbrc)sKrattp(Pcr/4pw0

2)K. Note thatd, n, andG
vary with the gas pressurep asb (K);p, Pcr;1/n2;1/p and
rat;p.

In the coming sections, the behavior of the rescaled w
field c will be commented for gas pressures ensuring
effective power ratioPin /Pcr above the unity. In that case,
is known that the wave field first develops a critical collap
and tends to the self-similarly compressing shape

c~r ,z,t !→
AI ~z,t !

R~z,t !
f~j!eiS(z,t), ~7!

with S(z,t)5z(z,t)1Rz(z,t)R(z,t)j2/4, where z(z,t)
[*0

zdu/R2(u,t) and I (z,t) represents an amplitude facto
satisfying I z50 when the beam collapses in a conservat
way. Here, we have introduced the new spatial variablej
[r /R(z,t), rescaled with respect to the (z,t)-varying radius
R(z,t) of the beam envelope. As collapse takes place a
finite propagation distancezc(t) fixed by the temporal distri-
bution of the input pulse, the radiusR(z,t);@zc(t)2z#1/2

vanishes, which implies the divergence of the beam am
tude. The radial shape ofc then relaxes to the so-calle
Townes modef, which is the unique radially symmetri
positive solution of the solitary-wave equation2f1¹'

2 f
1f350 with power Pc[*f2dxdy511.68. Conservation
of the transverse powerP[* ucu2drW when F50 then re-
quiresI (t,z)5aPine

22t2/Pcr wherea54p/11.68@28–30#.
To discuss the action of the different perturbations en

ing F, we shall develop a variational approach expounded
Ref. @31#. This method provides results comparable with t
‘‘modulation method’’ previously derived in Ref.@30#, when
we consider the limitsR(z,t)→0 anduRzRu!1, which char-
acterize a critical collapse. It consists in plugging Eq.~7! into
the dynamical relations governing the mean-squared ra
of the beam and the power conservation law. Under
former limits, direct application of this variational principl
to Eqs.~4!–~6! yields the reduced dynamical equations

M

4Pc
R3Rzz.12I 2

R2

2Pc
E f2j]jrdjW , ~8!

I z

I
.2dz tt22nA

I K21

R2K22
2

1

tpv0
FB~R22! t12GC

I K

R2KG ,

~9!
3-4
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where M5*j2f2djW , A5*f2KdjW /Pc , B53I 11, and C

5*f2K12djW /Pc . Equation ~9! originates from the powe
variations ]zP522 Im*@c* F(c)#drW, whose right-hand
side ~RHS! is treated perturbatively (F!1,I z /I !1). Here,
the first term refers to GVD, the second one to MPA and
last term models pulse steepening deviations. Among th
we can omit the last contribution of Eq.~9! coming from the
variations in time in front of the coupling term (rE) in Eq.
~1!. This correction, compared with the MPA contribution
Eq. ~9!, is relevant wheneverI /R2>(tpv0)nA/GC. Straight-
forward estimates of this inequality imply that the beam
dius should currently go down below 10% of its input val
for making the last term of Eq.~8! significant. In the coming
simulations, this constraint is never fulfilled and, therefo
temporal variations from the original time derivativ
T21(rE ) can henceforth be omitted.

III. SELF-FOCUSING VERSUS GVD, MPI, MPA
AT VISIBLE WAVELENGTH

A. Self-focusing versus group velocity dispersion

To start with, we investigate the roles of GVD, MPI, an
MPA at the visible wavelengthl05586 nm, as the gas pres
sure is increased to supply power ratios higher than criti
In this scope, let us first discuss the influence of GVD
Pin /Pcr very close to unity. Fixingp51.2 atm, the power
ratio is equal to 1.011. The numerical solving for Eqs.~1!
and~2! then shows that the arrest of collapse is not promo
by MPI, whose electron density never exceeds 1012 cm23

and the peak intensity remains limited toI max,1.5
31013 W/cm2. Instead, GVD is the main process stoppi
the collapse, by splitting the pulse into two symmetric@lead-
ing (t,0) and trailing (t.0)] subpulses. Thus, even in fo
cusing regimes, provided Ar pressure is low enough,
pulse undergoes a symmetric splitting, which arrests the s
focusing and thereby plasma formation. Figure 1 displays
temporal profiles of the pulse intensity at the beam cen

FIG. 1. Temporal profiles of a 40-fs Gaussian pulse in Ar at
pressure p51.2 atm (Pin /Pcr51.011) for the wavelengthl0

5586 nm. ~a! z50 cm, ~b! z545.6 cm.
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(r 50) for the propagation distancesz50 cm ~dashed line!
and z545.6 cm ~solid line!, once GVD splitting has satu
rated the collapse. GVD induces a temporal compress
@11#, which already reduces the overall~FWHM! duration of
the pulse by a factor;2.

This observation is compatible with earlier works in th
field, following which the smaller the dispersion coefficien
the lower the splitting threshold@16,18#. Consequently, for
input peak power near enough critical, GVD can domin
self-focusing for sufficiently small dispersion coefficient
Note that this property does not exclude significant disp
sion effects at very high pressures,d;p→1`, for which
GVD in argon also becomes a key player in the pulse
namics@21#.

From a more analytical point of view, GVD splitting ca
be understood from the reduced model, Eqs.~8! and ~9!, by
considering collapsing pulses whose each time slice s
focuses at the longitudinal distance:

zc~ t !.Z0Fa Pin

Pcr
e22t221G2b

, ~10!

with Z0.0.16, b.0.635. Formula~10! provides reasonable
estimates of nonlinear focal points as long asPin /Pcr,2
@30#. For Gaussian pulses, the central time slice focuse
the maximum distancezc(t50); zc(t) and żc(t) both reach
infinity as t tends to the caustics6t* , where

t* 52@ lnAaPin /Pcr#
1/2. ~11!

Furthermore,żc(t) is positive for t.0 and negative fort
,0 @ żc(0)50#, whereasz̈c(t) always remains positive. Ba
sically, GVD action is governed by the first term in the RH
of Eq. ~9!. Near the collapse distance, ansatz~7! allows us to
replace all time derivatives as follows:] t52 żc]z , ] t

25

2 z̈c]z1 żc
2]z

2 @16#, which yields

I z
GVD

I
52d„2 z̈c /R21 żc

2~1/R2!z…. ~12!

In the vicinity of the most powerful time slice (t50), żc
.0 and Eq.~12! describes a defocusing around the cent
slice: The pulse power is transferred towards nonzero tim
symmetrically located with respect tot50. This estimate
refinds the results formerly derived by Fibich and Papani
laou @30#. Concerning the domination of GVD over MPI i
the present configuration, we may employ the following
guments. Let us assume that collapse is first stopped a
time slice with maximum power, i.e., at times close tot
50. On the one hand, by using Eq.~7!, saturation of the
self-focusing by MPI signifiesucu2;r and, therefore,

If2/Rmin
2 ;G~f2K/Rmin

2K !E
2`

t

I K~ t8!dt8

;~G/AK !~5.2Pin /Pcr!
KRmin

22K , ~13!

e

3-5
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which is estimated by means offmax5f(j50)52.2062.
Rmin;2APin /Pcr(G/AK)1/2(K21) is the minimum beam ra
dius reached at the smallest collapse distance. On the o
hand, GVD contribution mainly scales as2d] t

2c/c

; z̈c(0)d/R2, where z̈c(0)54bzc(0)/(12Pcr /aPin). To
make GVD dominate over Kerr and MPI, it is sufficient
fulfill the inequality

z̈c~0!d/R2@If2/R2, ~14!

which is equivalent toCd.(aPin /Pcr21)b11, whereC is a
constant of order unity. Hence, GVD takes over both K
and MPI whenever

a
Pin

Pcr
,11~Cd!1/(b11). ~15!

This inequality restores the curve of Lutheret al. @17#, sepa-
rating the regions of GVD splitting from Kerr-dominated r
gimes in the plane (Pin /Pcr ,d), whenC.2.6 ~see also Ref.
@15#!. As we can see, these regions emerge either at
pressure~larged ’s! or at powers very close to critical ifd is
weak. Withd54.931023 for p51.2 atm, the latter condi
tion applies to the configuration illustrated
Fig. 1.

B. Multiphoton regime

From estimates ~13! and ~14!, GVD scales as
; z̈c(0)d/R2, Kerr response asIf2/R2, whereas MPI be-
haves as (G/AK)(5.2Pin /Pcr)

KR22K. So, MPI may become
a key player when Eq.~15! is no longer fulfilled and when
the beam waistR(z,t) decreases enough, even for moder
values of Pin /Pcr . As the cell pressure is increased, t
power ratio increases in turn and the self-focusing dynam
overcomes GVD to the benefit of plasma formation. Nume
cally, MPI-dominated regimes were observed to take pl
from ratiosPin /Pcr above 1.095, which is fully compatibl
with Eq. ~15!.

The action of MPI is to deplete the pulse temporal pro
through an ionization front that defocuses the trailing port
of the pulse. Because the time slices mostly self-focus in
time domainutu,ut* u,1, we can assume that the time vari
tions in R(z,t) are relatively flat compared withe22Kt2 and
integrate Eq.~5! to find

r~r ,t,z!.A p

8K
GS a

Pin

Pcr
f2D Kerf~A2Kt !11

R2K@zc~ t !2z#
, ~16!

wherer(t→2`) has negligible values. The last term in E
~8! then scales asR2(12K)]jr where]jr;]jf

2K is negative.
As R→Rmin , all time slices belonging to the intervalt.0
are defocused. However, at negative times, the pulse co
ues to self-focus and feeds plasma defocusing until formin
single time slice located neart5t* @9,8#.

Figure 2 displays temporal profiles of the pulse intens
at r 50 for the laser wavelengthl05586 nm and forp
51.8 atm corresponding to the associated ratioPin /Pcr
51.517. Panel~a! displays the temporal profile at two prop
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gation distances when MPA effect is discarded. Panel~b!
displays the changes introduced when both MPI and M
are retained: Nonlinear dissipation damps the inten
growth earlier along thez axis and permits the emergence
a trailing peak within a pulse envelope of;30 fs FWHM
duration~dotted curve!. The trail then sustains the propag
tion at later distances.

In physical units, MPI counterbalances self-focusing
laser intensities I max;rmax/2rcn25(2rcn2 /DtsKrat)

1/K21

'731013 W/cm2, wherermax'DtsKratI max
K .431017 cm23

for a time scaleDt of order tp . Plasma formation is, as
expected, accompanied by a sharp duration shortening o
front pulse reached near the instantt* tp.216 fs @Fig. 2~a!,
dashed curve#. At lower pressures (p51.55 atm,Pin /Pcr
51.3), this leading edge slowly diffracts without giving ris
to a growing trailing peak. Excitation of a trail instead occu
at higher powers. In the configuration shown in Fig. 2~a!
(p51.8 atm,Pin /Pcr51.517), the leading peak is unstabl
small fluctuations in the maximum intensity produce sign
cant decreases in the ionization level (dr/rmax;KdI/Imax),
which allows the growth of a symmetric trail containin
enough power for self-focusing. Leading as well as traili
spikes can attain 2 fs duration, inside a single peaked di
bution covering propagation distances up to one Rayle
length. Thus, at low powers,2Pcr , MPI can shrink the
pulse duration to one optical cycle (l0 /c.1.95 fs) within a
singly peaked profile.

With MPA, the leading component is partly damped in t
intensity ratioI z /I .22nA(I /R2)K21, as the peak electron
plasma forms a density plateau. Consequently, the b
power diminishes@31#; the electron density attains lower lev
els and permits the emergence of a trailing portion ear
than in the former case. This configuration is shown in F
2~b!. The back of the pulse, although decreased in amplitu
keeps an intensity close to;I max over half of one Rayleigh

FIG. 2. Single- and double-peaked temporal profiles of 40
Gaussian pulse in Ar withp51.8 atm (Pin /Pcr51.517) andl0

5586 nm at the propagation distances~a! z510.5 cm ~dashed
curve!, z520.5 cm ~solid curve! without MPA; ~b! z59.24 cm
~dashed curve!, z511.5 cm ~dotted curve!, z515.25 cm ~solid
curve! with MPA included.
3-6
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FEMTOSECOND PULSE COMPRESSION IN PRESSURE- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 066603 ~2003!
length. Even though the pulse profile has decayed into
peaks,the trail remains dominant with duration of less tha
two optical cycles. A similar property was discovered fo
fused silica in Ref.@10#, where estimates of the MPA
damped propagation range can be found.

C. Higher-power regime

Next, we increase the pressure top53.6 atm, which leads
to the effective power ratioPin /Pcr53.035. In that case, the
pulse develops two focusing/defocusing sequences show
Fig. 3~a!. In the diffraction plane, the beam waist is reduc
by a factor;1/5, while the pulse attains its maximum inte
sity. When computing the beam diameter as the FWHM
the fluence distribution, we observe the appearance o
‘‘self-guided’’ channel of light which covers a total distanc
of two Rayleigh lengths in the present configuration@Fig.
3~b!#.

Visual inspection of the numerical results reveals t
doubling the input power amounts to repeating over lon
propagation distances the temporal dynamics displaye
Fig. 2~b!. In the first focusing/defocusing cycle the pul
time profile is depleted to a front peak whose partial dam
ing by MPA enables the excitation of a 2-fs trailing portio
that dominates fromz.0.08 m. As the trail diffracts, powe
is reinjected at the center (t→0) from z.1.4 m. A new
sequence of temporal distortions then occurs. This sec
sequence, emphasized in Fig. 4, is supported by a;9-fs
narrow structure that further decomposes into a shrunk le
ing spike of;2.5 fs duration and a small trail. With a powe
being less than half ofPin (Ein decreases toEin/2 after z
5170 mm), the central wave packet undergoes plasma
focusing as in Fig. 2, but only gives rise to a dominant n
row leading peak. This pattern may be compared with
asymptotic propagation stage shown by Nurhudaet al. in
Ref. @14#: the beam power starting from 3 critical powe
decreases after a few meters of propagation. When a se
focusing sequence occurs, it acts over a narrow peak

FIG. 3. Propagation ranges of 40-fs pulses in Ar withp
53.6 atm (Pin /Pcr53.035) atl05586 nm.~a! Peak intensity;~b!
pulse transverse diameter@R(z) is defined as the FWHM radius o
the fluence distributionF5*2`

1`uE(t)u2dt].
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weaker power, capable of being still compressed to v
short durations. This propagation pattern first follows a f
DSR at high power, leading to a rapid splitting of the pul
as proposed by Mlejneket al @21#. It ends with a smoother
defocusing sequence at lower power, favoring the emerge
of one dominant, very short subpulse.

By comparison with Sec. III B, the propagation scenario
found to be similar for the two ratiosPin /Pcr investigated.
However, sharp distortions in the pulse occur over sho
distances at higher powers. For this reason, picking up la
pulse components with reduced durations might be m
convenient from an experimental point of view at beam po
ers closer to critical.

IV. INFLUENCE OF THE LASER WAVELENGTH

For a few years, differences have been expected in
filamentation regime, when changing the laser wavelen
from, e.g., infrared to ultraviolet. Experimental observatio
of fs pulses in the atmosphere indeed reported salient di
ences in the intensity levels reached by the beam (I max
;1014 W/cm2 for l05800 nm, I max;1012 W/cm2 for l0
5248 nm), as well as in the free electron densities acc
sible experimentally at different wavelengths@32,33#. Only
recently @34# this controversy was resolved by solving n
merically propagation equations involving two speci
~nitrogen/oxygen!, for 50-fs input Gaussian pulses with com
parable energies (Ein53 mJ forl05800 nm;Ein51 mJ for
l05248 nm; the difference in energy enabled the se
guided filament to start from the same focus point!. Up to
differences in the number of focusing/defocusing cyc
linked to the ratioPin /Pcr ~higher for UV beams asPcr

;l0
2), the characteristic dynamics in the propagation w

revealed to be the same for the two wavelengths. In part
lar, macroscopic quantities, as the maximum intensity lev
I max;1013–1014 W/cm2 and the peak electron densityrmax
;1017 cm23 were quite comparable. The most important d
ference lay in the spectral broadening, much larger in the

FIG. 4. Same configuration as in Fig. 3. Temporal profiles
shown along the second focusing/defocusing sequence:z510 cm
~dashed line!, z517 cm ~dash-dotted line!, and z521 cm ~solid
line!.
3-7
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S. CHAMPEAUX AND L. BERGÉ PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 066603 ~2003!
domain than in the UV domain. The aforementioned var
tions were explained by means of averaging procedure
the experimental diagnostics, which may change from
setup to the other.

In the present context, we find it instructive to check t
comparison between the first-chosen visible wavelen
(l05586 nm) and UV beams (l05248 nm) under the
physical parameters defined in Sec. II. Unlike in Ref.@34#,
we do not make the beam energies differ between the
wavelengths. Instead, we conserve the same power ratio
the twol0’s (Pin /Pcr.1.5). Figure 5 shows the propagatio
ranges emphasizing the peak intensities and associated
tron densities, which confirm the previous expectatio
Again there is no significant difference in the macrosco
characteristics of the propagation. The peak intensitiesI max
and maximum densitiesrmax are of the same order of mag
nitude for both wavelengths. In the UV domain we inde
evaluate I max'231014 W/cm2 and rmax'331017 cm23,
which are close to their counterparts atl05586 nm.

Apart from the shift in the nonlinear focus point that on
depends on the change in the Rayleigh length@zc(0)}z0

;l0
21#, the self-guiding length appears to be identical a

level of free electrons exceeding 1017 cm23. The self-
channeling length, defined by the damping of the maxim
intensity by MPA, i.e.,DzMPA;(b (K)I max

K21)21, is of the same
magnitude for both wavelengths. Further inspection of
temporal profiles shows that UV pulses follow the sa
route as in Fig. 2~b!, by decaying first into a leading pea
then into a trail. This produces a two-peaked structure, wi
prominent trailing portion that sustains the self-guided ch
nel of light. This dynamical picture is characteristic of th
DSR scenario. The notch in maxt I ~both solid/dashed curves!
occurs when the trailing peak takes over the leading o
Visible differences, however, appear in the pulse spec
which will be commented in Sec. VI.

FIG. 5. Comparison of~a! peak intensities and~b! maximum
electron densities from the Gaussian condition~3! for UV ~248 nm,
dashed curve! and visible ~586 nm, solid curve! wavelengths at
comparable power ratiosPin /Pcr51.531 andPin /Pcr51.517, re-
spectively.
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V. SELF-STEEPENING AND SHOCK DYNAMICS

We now discuss the influence of self-steepening ter
i.e., the deviations from the slowly varying envelope a
proximation giving rise to space-time focusing@T21¹'

2 E#
and self-steepening@T(uEu2E )# effects in Eq.~1!. To gain a
deeper insight into their action in the pulse dynamics, let
employ the variational approximation derived in Sec.
From Eq. ~6!, those perturbations are responsible f
a loss of power governed by the relationI z

steep/I
.2(tpv0)21B(1/R2) t , where B53I 11. Employing the
substitution] t52 żc]z near the first collapsing time slic
@Rz,0 as z→zc(t;0)], the deviation attached to puls
steepening terms induces the intensity loss

I z
steep/I .~ tpv0!212Bżc@1/R2#z , ~17!

with @1/R2#z.0. From this estimate we see that, where
GVD causes a symmetric pulse splitting with respect to
centert50, pulse steepening produces a transfer of pow
from the leading portion of the pulse (żc,0) to the trailing
one (żc.0). Similar power transfers were expected in R
@35# and numerically observed in@36#. Applied to UV pulses
in argon at powers for which plasma growth is stopped
GVD (Pin /Pcr51.058), this dynamics creates a stro
asymmetry in the pulse temporal profile, which is illustrat
in Fig. 6.

At higher powers (Pin /Pcr51.5) reached with settingp
50.55 atm, MPI takes over GVD in arresting the collaps
Omitting GVD and MPA for simplicity, we here consider
self-focusing regime in which nonlinearities dominate tran
verse diffraction. Following Anderson and Lisak@37#, we
may then employ the substitutionc5Aeiw to derive the
equations for the amplitude and phase of the solutionc:

wz1
A2

tpv0
] tw5A22r, ~18!

FIG. 6. Influence of the operatorsT, T21 at a low-power regime
(p50.38 atm,Pin /Pcr51.058) forl05248 nm. Solid and dashed
curves show temporal profiles with and without pulse steepen
terms in a GVD-dominated regime.
3-8
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Az1
3

tpv0
A2] tA50. ~19!

Equation ~19! admits the generic solutionA25F(t
23zA2/tpv0), whereF is the intensity profile of an ‘‘initial’’
pulse unaffected by the self-steepening term. Consider
e.g., a sech-shaped optical distribution asA25A0

2 sech(t)
wheret[(t2t0)/t0 for a pulse located initially at the time
slice t5t0 with a duration t0, Eq. ~19! links A2 and t
through the relation

t53Q
A2

A0
2

1cosh21FA0
2

A2G , ~20!

whereQ[zA0
2/tpv0t0. Within the present approximations

it is found by differentiating Eq.~20! with respect to time
that a shock singularity (At

2→`) develops atz→zshock

52tpv0t0/3A0
2, when z attains the limit fixed byQ→2/3.

Strong temporal gradients arise on the trailing edge of
pulse, which forms a shock structure. Such a shock is sh
in Fig. 7 for UV beams with powers equal to 1.5 times cri
cal ~dashed line!. At later propagation distances, the e
hanced trailing portion reinjects power to the leading rem
nent of the pulse~solid line!, which finally diffracts.

Figure 8 shows examples of steepened profiles for b
l05586 nm~dash-dotted line! andl05248 nm~solid line!
from 40-fs Gaussian pulses solved with the complete se
Eqs.~1! and~2!. For comparison, we have reported in dash
line the temporal distribution emerging without pulse ste
ening at neighboring longitudinal distances. Although t
shock dynamics enhances the trailing portion earlier in
propagation range, no singularity is formed and the inten
level in the trailing peak is limited to values remaining com
parable with those of pulses that are not subject to the
eratorsT, T21.

FIG. 7. Temporal distributions of a 40-fs Gaussian pulse pro
gating in Ar with l05248 nm, p50.55 atm,Pin /Pcr51.531 atz
521.65 cm~dashed line!, where a shock develops on the trail bein
shrunk to;3 fs in duration, and atz525 cm~solid line!, where the
shock disperses rapidly.
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Figure 9 illustrates the behavior of the peak intensity w
and without pulse steepening. In the presence of these
fects, the shock structure shortens the length of the s
guided filament, which diffracts earlier. In spite of this, w
can notice that the basic structure inspired from the D
scenario emphasizing first the formation of a leading pe
followed by that of a trail resulting in a double-peaked stru
ture is still conserved with space-time focusing and se
steepening. The only difference is the noticeable enhan
ment in the amplitude undergone by the trailing portio
Pulse steepening contributes to shrink the pulse in time~see
Fig. 8, where the FWHM temporal extension of the wa
packet is about 15 fs! over distances still close to the Ray
leigh range.

- FIG. 8. Steep profiles with or without theT, T21 operators. The
solid curve shows temporal distribution of the 40-fs Gaussian pu
undergoing steepening effects atz520 cm for Pin /Pcr51.531 and
l05248 nm. The dashed curve represents the same beam in
limit T, T21→1 at z525 cm. The dash-dotted curve refers to t
Gaussian beam withl05586 nm, undergoing strong temporal gr
dients caused by the operatorsT, T21 at z58.25 cm.

FIG. 9. Propagation range of an UV Gaussian pulse ap
50.55 atm,Pin /Pcr51.531. Solid curve illustrates the role of sel
steepening effects. Dashed curve results from simulations c
strained toT5T2151.
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VI. SPECTRAL BROADENING

To achieve this investigation, we here discuss spec
broadenings caused by the interplay between self-ph
modulation~Kerr response!, MPI, and pulse steepening. O
the one hand, characterizing the ability of fs pulses
broaden their spectra is quite important for postcompres
techniques@1#. On the other hand, broadening spectra
widely as possible is now a strong requirement for optim
ing spectroscopic absorption-based LIDARs@light detection
and ranging~systems!# in remote sensing techniques@38#.

Figure 10 shows various spectral broadenings reached
different wavelengths. From the distances mentioned in
figure, the spectra were seen to keep almost the same s
at further propagation distances. Figures 10~a! and 10~b! dis-
play spectral broadenings promoted by 586-nm and 248
pulses, respectively, at input powersPin /Pcr.1.5 without
pulse steepening effects (T5T2151). For the same power
Fig. 10~c! depicts the spectral enlargement attained by
pulses when space-time focusing and self-steepening
taken into account. Self-phase modulation starts with bro
ening symmetrically the spectrum. As the pulse first form
leading peak increasing in intensity through the competit
between Kerr focusing and MPI, a strong spectral red s
occurs near the focus pointz→zc . At this stage, the leading
peak depleted by MPI displaces to more and more nega
times. Further, MPA partly damps this enhanced redshifti
Pulse steepening, in contrast, promotes an important
shift and lowers the MPI-redshifted pedestal.

From an analytical point of view, we may describe qua
tatively this spectral dynamics by employing the followin
approximations. First, we assume that the MPI response
haves just as a static density plateau, so that the ratior/A2 is
either zero or close to unity with]z(r/A2).0. Second, we
retain self-steepening to the detriment of space-time focu
~i.e., we neglect diffraction in Kerr-dominated regime!.

FIG. 10. Power spectra for 40-fs pulses with powerPin /Pcr

.1.5 at the wavelengths:~a! l05586 nm,~b! l05248 nm without
pulse steepening terms, and~c! l05248 nm with pulse steepenin
terms. Dashed lines represent the input spectrum atz50. Intensity
axis is expressed in arbitrary units.
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Third, we model a short portion of the pulse, initially locate
at t5t0 with width t0, as A25A0

2/cosh(t), t(t)5(t
2t0)/t0, and suppose that the amplitude does not change
much compared with this ansatz. Solutions to Eqs.~18! and
~19! read under these assumptions as

A2.A0
2/cosh@t23QA2/A0

2#, ~21!

w.tpv0t0E
2`

t

~12r/A2!dt82tpv0 sinh21@sinh~t!2Q#.

~22!

These expressions yield the spectral broadeningDv/v05
2w t /v052Dl/l0:

Dl

l0
.~12r/A2!2@11$Q222Q sinh~t!%/cosh2~t!#1/2.

~23!

The parameterQ defined in the preceding section is relat
to the self-steepening term and it enables the formation
singular shock dynamics in the limitQ→2/3. As long asQ
!1 and in the absence of MPI, variations in waveleng
Dl/l0'2Q sinh(t)/cosh2(t) starting with t050 are sym-
metric and represent the early broadening through SP
When MPI forms a defocusing plateau,Dl/l0 then becomes
larger in the region wherer50 ~nondefocused leading
pulse!, than whenr→A2 ~defocused trail!, for which the
broadening is weak. Consequently, as the beam reache
first focus pointzc , the dominant part of the pulse is th
front edge formed at timest→t* , where A2 remains un-
touched by plasma defocusing (r50). Here, MPI creates a
strong redshifting~see also Ref.@39#!. The occurrence of a
trail takes place in the regime of full plasma couplingr/A2

→1, which enlarges the spectrum to the opposite side.
nally, self-steepening induced at increasingQ inhibits the
MPI redshifting and instead displaces more the spectrum
the blue side. As a result, this creates an asymmetric spe
broadening with a prominent blue shift (Dl,0 for t.0,
see also Refs.@19,40#!. Importantly, the spectral broadenin
is all the narrower as the laser wavelength is small (Dl
}l0). Laser pulses operating at visible wavelengths wid
broaden, which is not the case of UV beams. This prope
was already observed numerically in the framework of
atmospheric propagation@34#. It is again found and now jus
tified for the propagation of fs pulses in argon. Since t
physics is the same for both gaseous media~air and Ar!,
white light generated atl05586 nm may be accompanied
at least at sufficient powers, by conical emission rang
colors inside a concentric rainbow@6#.

VII. CONCLUSION

In summary, we performed an exhaustive study on
nonlinear propagation of femtosecond pulses in gases
examined more particularly the roles of GVD, MPI, MPA
and deviations to the slowly varying envelope approximat
~pulse steepening terms!. This was done in view of optimiz-
3-10
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ing the propagation properties leading to an efficient pu
shortening via, essentially, the defocusing action of the e
tron plasma created in the wake of the laser field. Sev
features previously published in the literature were c
firmed, as shock generation by pulse steepening@19,10# and
differences in spectral broadenings according to the la
wavelength@34#. Others, as the dominant role of GVD ov
MPI at low powers, have been discovered. These prope
have been explained analytically and shown to occur gen
cally in noble gases as argon in pressure-gas cells.

Throughout this investigation, the pressure appeared
promising key parameter that should further allow expe
mentalists to tune the plasma response and partly con
induced temporal distortions. Two ways of achieving a s
nificant pulse reduction by plasma defocusing were revea
Either the pulse profile undergoes strong distortions in tim
which results in a compressed shape exhibiting both lead
and trailing peaks, with an overall FWHM extension bei
much shorter than the input pulse duration~see, e.g., Fig. 4!,
or at weak powers, asymmetry in the temporal compone
of the pulse profile may favor a single dominant peak w
duration reduced to almost the optical cycle~see, e.g., Figs. 2
and 7!.

At powers close to critical (Pin /Pcr,2), pulses follow
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the scenario of the ‘‘dynamical spatial replenishmen
~DSR!, which takes place slowly enough to pick up su
pulses compressed to few-cycle durations. At higher pow
(Pin /Pcr.2), the DSR model still applies. The decay of th
pulse profile into trailing and leading peaks arises seve
times along the longitudinal axis. However, this process d
not prevent from shaping the pulse within an optical stru
ture of duration,10 fs, once the peak power has been d
creased to near-critical levels by MPA dissipation.

Furthermore, we investigated two different laser wav
lengths and showed that the propagation dynamics was b
cally identical for both of them, up to noticeable differenc
in the spectra that are more broadened for large waveleng

In conclusion, we believe that the present analysis s
plies a rather complete overview of the different propagat
patterns. This survey, supported by analytical argume
should help in figuring out a more comprehensive picture
the physics of ultrashort pulse propagation and related p
erties of duration shortening. We hope that this work w
invite experimentalists in ultrafast optics to reach an accu
control of the nonlinearities which a femtosecond se
focusing pulse may undergo along its optical path in tra
parent media.
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